Thin-film micro-electrode stimulation of the cochlea in rats exposed to aminoglycoside induced hearing loss.
The multi-channel cochlear implant (CI) provides sound and speech perception to thousands of individuals who would otherwise be deaf. Broad activation of auditory nerve fibres when using a CI results in poor frequency discrimination. The CI also provides users with poor amplitude perception due to elicitation of a narrow dynamic range. Provision of more discrete frequency perception and a greater control over amplitude may allow users to better distinguish speech in noise and to segregate sound sources. In this research, thin-film (TF) high density micro-electrode arrays and conventional platinum ring electrode arrays were used to stimulate the cochlea of rats administered sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) via ototoxic insult, with neural responses taken at 434 multiunit clusters in the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus (CIC). Threshold, dynamic range and broadness of response were used to compare electrode arrays. A stronger current was required to elicit CIC threshold when using the TF array compared to the platinum ring electrode array. TF stimulation also elicited a narrower dynamic range than the PR counterpart. However, monopolar stimulation using the TF array produced more localised CIC responses than other stimulation strategies. These results suggest that individuals with SNHL could benefit from micro stimulation of the cochlea using a monopolar configuration which may provide discrete frequency perception when using TF electrode arrays.